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Classi�cation based on infrastructure ownership
Cloud Essentials

The infrastructure is owned by 
the media organization (daily 

management can be outsourced 
to an external provider). It may 

reside "on-premises" or "off-
premises," depending on the 
organization's preferences. 

Public Cloud

Cloud service providers (e.g., 
AWS, Microsoft Azure, Google 

Cloud, IBM Cloud, Oracle Cloud) 
own the underlying infrastructure 

and are responsible for the 
maintenance and security of the 

cloud environment.

Hybrid Cloud

A media organization 
uses both private and 

public clouds for different 
applications.

IMPACT

COVID-19

Private Cloud
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Classi�cation based on offered services
Cloud Essentials

IMPACT

COVID-19

Provision of computing 
infrastructure and 

resources, such as servers, 
storage and networking

Infrastructure as a Service
IaaS

Software as a Service

Provision of cloud-based software, 
where users access applications on 
a remote cloud network accessed 

through the web or an API

SaaS
Platform as a Service

Provision of a cloud 
computing environment where 
users can develop, deliver and 

manage applications

PaaS
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Adoption by Broadcast & Media Industry
Cloud Adoption Tracker

0% 100%

Are already using Cloud

Cloud adoption by broadcast and media industry

According to IABM research, 54% of media 
businesses have already adopted Cloud.
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Adoption by Broadcast & Media Industry - COVID-19 Impact
Cloud Adoption Tracker

As far as what COVID did for us, it was the great accelerator on the 
vendor side more than anything. As we moved from the beginning of 
the pandemic, where we wanted these types of [cloud] technologies 
but some of them were a little bit out of reach, the work by necessity 

happened over the last two years to where these technologies are 
real. Now, it’s really about operationalizing them and building the 

proper business models and support models around them, rather than 
having a discussion of whether they’re possible.

Matt Varney, VP Media Technology, NBCU Local

Sources: IABM, newscaststudio.com, tvnewscheck.com 
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Adoption by Broadcast & Media Industry - COVID-19 Impact
Cloud Adoption Tracker

In addition to the drive for operational flexibility, agility and 
scalability, faster time to (new) markets and better 
geographical reach are increasingly central drivers of cloud 
investment - remotely working decentralized production 
teams need shared real-time access to virtualized studios. 
Big streaming players like Netflix, Disney and Amazon have 
invested in new, emerging markets and local content 
production. At the same time, these players are diversifying 
their strategic focus to immersive, interactive, gamified 
content, which significantly increases data volumes and 
operational complexity. Given the accelerating 
fragmentation of viewing across different devices, cloud 
infrastructure has a central role in enabling viewers to enjoy 
live transmission of higher quality content formats and 
interactive features independent of the receiving device.

Enterprise spending on cloud and data centers globally 
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Adoption by Broadcast & Media Industry - COVID-19 Impact
Cloud Adoption Tracker

COVID-19 Impact on Media Tech Buyers:

Media companies' accelerated move to the cloud has radically 
in�uenced demand patterns particularly in content production, 
management and distribution, causing demand spikes for SaaS-based 
solutions over the past two years. Media businesses have had to seek 
ef�ciency and cost savings through crew consolidation and "do more 
with less". This is fuelling new investment in cloud solutions, enabling 
collaboration and remote access for geographically dispersed 
production teams. 

Media tech buyers' shift toward decentralized production models - 
requiring more technical independence for employees distributed 
worldwide - has highlighted the role of user-friendliness and simplicity 
of cloud-based solutions, which has lowered the cost of entry to 
professional tools for smaller media businesses. SaaS offerings with a 
multi-tenant architecture also enable users to scale resources quickly, 
while they maintain control over budgets - ensuring a lower TCO.

Investment Outlook - Media Tech Buyers

Sources: IABM

Cloud computing

Software (Subscriptions)

Software (On-Demand)

Services (excluding cloud
computing)

Other (Maintenance Contracts etc.)
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Adoption by Broadcast & Media Industry - COVID-19 Impact
Cloud Adoption Tracker

COVID-19 Impact on Media Tech Vendors:

Over the past two years, media tech suppliers have witnessed a signi�cant 
increase in their subscription revenues, incentivizing them to launch new 
SaaS offerings. Media companies' increasing need for interoperability has 
made vendors develop new features and solutions that simplify and 
standardize the preparation of content and its associated metadata before 
content exchange. This has enabled encompassing even more content 
suppliers and delivery platforms to the continuously expanding supply chain -
controlling the risks of increasing complexity.

At the same time, vendors have also responded to media companies' interim 
need to manage traditional and IP/cloud-based work�ows in distributed 
production architectures by launching new "plug and play" solutions (e.g., 
combining SDI and IP routing capabilities in a single system) to ease media 
companies' transition to all-IP and native cloud infrastructure.

Revenue Outlook - Media Tech Vendors

Sources: IABM

Revenues will increase
Revenues will decline
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Adoption by Broadcast & Media Industry - Cloud Application Areas
Cloud Adoption Tracker

Cloud application by content chain 
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Initially, the first step for MAM workflows 
transitioning to the cloud was simply relying 
on the cloud for long-term storage with the 
remainder of functionality on premise. Then, 

certain transformation and customization 
workflows began moving to the cloud. The 

path has now shifted to those MAM and 
production workflows that are real-time or 

live in nature to the cloud. The last 18 
months have been transformational in terms 

of the ability to support remote real time 
video workflows.

Rick Young, Head of Global Products, LTN Global

Sources: IABM, newscaststudio.com
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Adoption by Broadcast & Media Industry - Cloud Adoption Constraints
Cloud Adoption Tracker

Sources: IABM

Major Barriers of Cloud Adoption

Rising content storage costs

Security and privacy concerns

Lack of long-term vision and context

Lack of industry speci�c knowledge within implementation teams

Moving/integrating between cloud vendors

Transformation framework incomplete and continuously changing

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Along with the explosive growth of data volumes and increasingly large media file sizes (due to immersive, 
interactive, gamified elements), media companies moving their operations to the cloud are primarily 
concerned about rising costs of content storage, which may be difficult to approximate in advance due to the 
increasing complexity of cloud infrastructure. As a result, many media businesses have adopted a multi-cloud
approach to avoid being locked into one service provider and its unpredictable pricing terms. According to our 
data, security and privacy concerns rank as the second biggest barrier of cloud adoption.
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Adoption by Broadcast & Media Industry - Growing popularity of public cloud
Cloud Adoption Tracker

Preferred method of cloud deployment

Costly infrastructure
Outdated platform

Slower upgrade cycle

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

On-premise pain points

Lower total cost of ownership
Greater geographical collaboration

User-friendly employee UX

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Cloud adoption advantages

The cloud has capabilities that on-prem will never have – like 
the fact that it’s everywhere, and that beyond scalability it has 
the ability to facilitate change even by orders of magnitude in 
an instant – in a way that a physical installation never could.

Stephen Tallamy, CTO, EditShare
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Adoption by Broadcast & Media Industry - Growing popularity of public cloud
Cloud Adoption Tracker

AWS

Microsoft Azure

Google Cloud

IBM Cloud

Oracle Cloud

SAP

Salesforce
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Rackspace

Cloud service providers usage 
by media businesses
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Global revenue YoY growth rateGlobal revenue in billion USD

Public cloud service providers' revenue growth strengthened in 2021. AWS and Microsoft Azure continue to 
lead by global revenue and they also are the most preferred cloud service providers among media companies.

Sources: IABM, Company Filings
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Sources: IABM, cloudhesive.com, TVB Europe, AWS, Google, Microsoft, awn.com, stackshare.io, Vimel Paliwal, dstrat.com

CREATE PRODUCE MANAGE PUBLISH MONETIZE CONSUME CONNECT STORE SUPPORT

- Post-production service for 
remote VFX, graphics,
animation

- AI/ML-powered post-production 
service for editing , compositing, 
highlights on social media, 
interactive features

- Post-production VFX service, 
rendering of 2D/3D elements for 
films, animation, video games, 
commercials
-Virtual workstation platform service 
for remote collaboration of creative 
teams and individuals

- Content preparation, 
packaging, access/
localization service for 
live/VOD delivery on 
internet devices

- AI/ML-powered MAM service for 
automated metadata extraction, 
consumer-facing data management, 
content preparation, localization 
compliance 

- AI-based MAM service for 
automated metadata 
extraction, content 
management, compliance
- Google Kubernetes Engine 
for content preparation, 
packaging, localization

-A file-based video transcoding 
(encoding) service for VOD content

- Real-time video encoding service 
for live stream content 

- Digital Rights 
Management (DRM)

- Managed live 
streaming service

- Azure Media Player, a non-linear, 
web video publishing service for 
encryption, DRM, encoding 

- Google Cloud/Google 
Kubernetes Engine for 
transcoding (encoding) of TV 
content for distribution

-Scheduling, dynamic ad 
insertion (DAI) service, 
advertising analytics

- E-commerce platform for 
promotions in live video

- Machine learning as a 
Service (MaaS) to stream 
video from connected 
devices to AWS for 
analytics, indexing, 
encryption

- AI/ML-powered advertising 
analytics, addressable advertising 
service
-Insights generation on consumer 
data/ behavioural patterns
-Azure AI platform service for data/ad 
analytics

- Google Cloud Looker, an 
AI/ML-based data analytics/ 
business intelligence platform 
for insights and to reduce 
subscriber churn

- Machine learning as a 
Service (MaaS) to 
personalize UI/UX

- Azure AI Platform for fan 
engagement/ UX optimization
-Community/feedback platform 
for experience sharing, insights, 
data analysis/stats created 
automatically for viewers

- Google Cloud Looker, AI/ML-
based data analytics to improve 
viewer engagement and UX
-Google Cloud AI-based object 
detection service for automated 
generation of highlight reels, 
recommendations

- IP networking-based live 
video transport service to 
ingest live video from a 
remote event site, to share 
video with a partner (e.g., 
cable TV distributor), to 
process li for OTT

- Azure Media Services/ Dynamic 
Packaging service for file 
compression, transfer and 
delivery

- AI-enriched BigQuery multi-
cloud data warehouse for multi-
cloud analytics and 
optimization
- Dynamic storage and media 
archiving service

- Cloud storage service optimized 
for video files

- Cloud storage service 
optimized for live media files 
archived in container location 
(reducing latency), specifically 
designed for video files

- Real-time network traffic 
and video monitoring 
service, secure stream 
sharing

- Cloud/edge computing 
service, 5G capable

- Cloud computing / Azure 
Azure Private MEC

- Google Cloud Video AI service 
for network management, 
monitoring, backup and disaster 
recovery
- Cloud/edge computing service / 
Google Distributed Cloud Edge

Public cloud service providers' media-specific services
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Adoption by Broadcast & Media Industry - Public cloud service providers' media-speci�c services
Cloud Adoption Tracker

Sources: IABM, techtarget.com, devopsinstitute.com, IBC365

Over the past five years, major public cloud service providers have invested significantly in media-specific 
cloud services and entered the broadcast and media technology market, being complementary to their cloud 
storage business. AWS - the first among the top three biggest cloud service providers to launch its own cloud 
solutions dedicated to media technology buyers - dominates the cloud infrastructure services market 
globally; its market share was estimated to be over 30% in Q1/2022, according to Synergy Research Group. 
Together, AWS, Microsoft and Google accounted for 65% of global spend on cloud computing in Q1/2022, 
eating up space from smaller clouds, whose collective market share continued to fall. Currently, other cloud 
providers have difficulties matching the scale and geographic reach of the top three players. 

Like AWS, Google Cloud Platform (GCP) - ramping up its media-specific services quickly - is heavily investing 
in edge computing to accommodate the growth of media business. In April 2022, Google announced Google 
Distributed Cloud (GDC), the key element of which is its Google Distributed Cloud Edge with different zones, 
enabling mobile edge computing (MEC) in 5G environment. Both AWS Wavelength and Azure Private MEC 
offer a similar service, where 5G-based zones act as extensions to their data center footprint, enabling very 
low latency for video streaming.

IABM Copyright © 2022 All Rights Reserved



Adoption by Broadcast & Media Industry - Growing popularity of multi-cloud and microservices
Cloud Adoption Tracker

Sources: IABM, techtarget.com, devopsinstitute.com, IBC365

Despite the increasing complexity caused by an expanding 
virtualized infrastructure, a multi-cloud approach is becoming 
an increasingly popular choice among media companies, who 
want to avoid being locked in with one public cloud service 
provider (and its pricing terms) and avoid growth limitations 
when scaling up their business further. In addition, by engaging 
with several cloud service providers, media companies can 
leverage a wider range of specific services (e.g., more mature 
AI/ML services, security, testing). Many media businesses also 
choose a multi-cloud approach to deploy a redundant workload 
in several clouds to manage traffic peaks and improve 
resilience, eventually translating into a better UX. Many 
complement their multi-cloud infrastructure with 
microservices, which allow flexibility to spin up/down services 
and a richer use of data and the build-up of new services.

Microservices are particularly relevant to businesses with more 
variable usage patterns, such as e-sport channels whose 

premium services may only be on air for a certain period of time 
at the weekend, and who therefore don’t require availability all 
the time. It makes a lot more sense for them to leave the data 

plane in the cloud and then spin out [virtual capacity] for the live 
sport – then turn that off when they are finished each time.

Ian Fletcher, Chief Application Designer, Grass Valley

IABM Copyright © 2022 All Rights Reserved



Adoption by Broadcast & Media Industry - Cloud and AI/ML
Cloud Adoption Tracker

As media businesses shift to more data-driven and automated workflows, the role of AI/ML is increasingly 
central in processing and managing content to device-optimized delivery, enhancing UX by combining 
gaming, entertainment and e-commerce. Big public cloud service providers are in the frontline of this 
development, offering increasingly sophisticated AI/ML tools for media businesses shifting to the cloud.

Sources: IABM

0% 100%

Have adopted AI/ML

Adoption of AI

According to IABM research, 24% of media 
businesses have already adopted AI/ML in 

the post-pandemic period.
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Adoption by Broadcast & Media Industry - Cloud and AI/ML
Cloud Adoption Tracker

Discovery 2018 “Move to cloud-based playout was part of a broader strategy to virtualize Discovery’s entire content supply and delivery chain… The main driver [for on premises] was access to
satellites, but the cloud makes geography irrelevant”

ProSiebenSat.1 2019 With AWS, ProSiebenSat.1 is improving the time to market of new applications, and introducing advanced analytics and machine learning (ML) technologies across its organization
Fox 2019 Fox’s transition to the cloud included the move of its media supply chain for linear and digital delivery as well as the increasing reliance on analytics services 
ViacomCBS 2020 ViacomCBS migrated its entire broadcast infrastructure to the cloud, including 425 linear TV channels and 40 global data and media centers 
France
Televisions 2020 "Our main objective is to bring together all the data entrusted by producers and the data enriched by AI solutions in order to gauge, for each program, our level of knowledge. All

of this data is intended to drastically increase the visibility and discoverability of our content by our audience."
Globo 2021 Globo’s transition to the cloud included the migration of 100% of its data centers to the cloud as well as the increasing use of machine learning services 
Disney 2021 Disney+ is expanding its use of AWS’s services to include more than 50 technologies, such as machine learning, database, storage, content delivery, serverless, and analytics.

SVT 2021 Sveriges Television (SVT) moved from perpetual licences to Avid's MediaCentral subscription model to bene�t from Multisite tool, providing AI-assisted search capabilities with
phonetic search and seamless integration between SVT's sites.

Discovery 2021 Discovery built its new discovery+ streaming service on AWS' fully managed ML service, Amazon Personalize, generating advanced recommendations to improve UX

TF1 Groupe 2021 TF1 adopted AWS Media Intelligence (AWS MI) solutions, including Amazon Rekognition, Amazon Transcribe, Amazon Translate and Amazon Comprehend enabling faster search
and content localization.

Al Jazeera,
BeIN Sports 2022 Al Jazeera and BeIN Sports are partnering with Ooredoo and Microsoft Azure to develop new broadcasting capabilities for the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022, employing AI-enabled

cameras and Azure Kubernetes video analytics.

Company Year Details

Evolution of media companies' cloud moves involving AI/ML

Sources: IABM, francetvlab.fr, telecompaper.com, SVT,  tvtechnology.com 
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Adoption by Broadcast & Media Industry - Transition to remote production
Cloud Adoption Tracker

Post-COVID Reality (Decentralized Model)Pre-COVID Plans (Centralized Model)

COVID-19

Sources: newscaststudio.com, tvnewscheck.com 

"WFH [work from home] has accelerated the evolution and adoption of cloud-based infrastructures for content management as organizations 
look for ways to enable collaboration between locations and to reduce their reliance on on-site data centers. Having the �exibility to adapt 
to these changing times has never been more important” (Savva Mueller, Director of Business Development, Telestream)

IABM Copyright © 2022 All Rights Reserved



Adoption by Broadcast & Media Industry - Transition to remote production
Cloud Adoption Tracker
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The move to remote production has had a profound impact on infrastructure investment, contributing to 
increasing investment in cloud resources and IP connectivity.

Sources: IABM
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Adoption by Broadcast & Media Industry - Transition to remote production
Cloud Adoption Tracker
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“The acquisition will enable EVS customers 
to implement turnkey solutions to smoothly 
migrate their infrastructure towards IP and 
remote production-based workflows."

acquired Axon

“The divestiture of ScheduALL reflects Net 
Insight’s strategy to focus on its core Media 
Networks business, where substantial progress 
has been made to capture growth opportunities 
across cloud, IP and remote production 
applications.”

                       sold ScheduALL to 
Xytech Systems to focus on remote 
production

“(L2 Productions) have done a masterful 
job building out a centralized production 
hub in Austin; one that is positioned to 
capitalize on the growing needs for 
remote production solutions across the 
media production industry.”

acquired L2 Productions
“With sub-200ms glass-to-glass latency 
over 5G networks, our solutions are 
revolutionizing remote production 
workflows by giving broadcasters more 
options for contributing real-time 
content for premium live events and 
sports coverage.”

acquired Aviwest

"The Mobile Viewpoint acquisition will enable Vislink to fulfill 
its strategic aim of providing an industry-leading portfolio of 
live video acquisition, contribution and distribution solutions 
that meet the demanding needs of media, enterprise, defense 
and government organizations."

acquired Mobile Viewpoint
“By embracing digital, remote workflows and 
distribution, VISTA has offered these [new sports 
leagues] customers innovative, cost-effective 
solutions that can flex and expand as their needs 
grow."

acquired VISTA Worldlink
“The spread of COVID-19 has accelerated this 
[remote production] trend, and the need of 
combining on-premises facility and cloud 
processing, enabling remote work and resource 
sharing, has become the basis of business 
continuity planning for the broadcast and 
production community.”

acquired Nevion

Sources: IABM, Company Filings
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Adoption by Broadcast & Media Industry - Transition to edge computing
Cloud Adoption Tracker

With [edge computing-powered] AWS Local 
Zones in close proximity to our production 
hubs, shoots, and the famed Fox lot, we’re 

able to deliver cloud resources directly to our 
artists, allowing them to craft their vision 

without the limitations of traditional remote 
solutions. Creative workflows like editorial, 

motion graphics, and finishing demand ultra-
low latency.

Christian Kennel
VP Post & Production Technology

FOX Enternatinment

Sources: IABM, tvtechnology.com, streamingmedia.com, broadcastprome.com

As demand for live video streaming continues to explode, media businesses increasingly rely on 
edge computing, which brings a host of �exible cloud computing functions - and powerful 

processing power - to the point where the video is created. This enables media companies to 
deploy a highly scalable edge computing-powered platform directly at the source to perform any 

task based on the available processing power, software applications, and storage instead of 
having a �xed device capable of processing only one task. By bringing this capacity as close to 

the video source as possible, media companies can reduce latency, simplify their live video 
work�ows and - most importantly - reduce operational costs.

Why edge?

A key bene�t of edge computing is its innovation potential, enabling media businesses to 
innovate, adapt and rebuild functions and new capabilities needed for the creation of 

customized live video work�ows. For example, broadcasters can use edge computing capabilities 
at the point of video origination (e.g., in a sporting event) to get more feeds into their 

production work�ow without investing in additional expensive encoding equipment (many 
content creators still use lower-end video encoders offering limited functionality), when the 

cloud acts as an intermediary for processing video streams and distributing them to the selected 
platforms. This is touted to be cheaper and more �exible than using traditional broadcast-grade 

equipment.

IABM Copyright © 2022 All Rights Reserved



Adoption by Broadcast & Media Industry - Transition to edge computing
Cloud Adoption Tracker

In order to provide a good working experience for our 
artists, they need low latency access to their virtual 

workstations. AWS Local Zones brings cloud resources 
closer to our artists and have been a game changer for 
these applications. By taking advantage of AWS Local 

Zones, we have migrated a portion of our content 
creation process to AWS while ensuring an even better 

experience for artists. We are excited about the expansion 
of AWS Local Zones globally, which brings cloud resources 

closer to creators, allowing artists to get to work 
anywhere in the world and create without boundaries.

Stephen Kowalski
Director of Digital Production Infrastructure Engineering,

Netflix

Sources: IABM, AWS, Verizon, martechseries.com

Media businesses' move towards decentralized remote 
production is driving investment in edge computing and cloud 
storage, which brings new efficiencies to TV and film 
production through shared access and virtual management of 
huge video files. Edge computing brings cloud resources 
closer to decentralized (post-) production teams, enabling 
low latency access to virtual workstations, especially 
benefitting artists creating visual effects, immersive content 
and games with very large file sizes. In February 2022, AWS 
announced that it would expand its edge computing 
infrastructure - Local Zones - to 32 cities around the world. At 
the same time, Akamai - a major player in edge computing - 
announced its acquisition of Linode, an edge computing 
company, for US$900 million, which will enable Akamai to 
build a cloud platform and run and secure applications from 
the cloud to the edge. 
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Adoption by Broadcast & Media Industry - Transition to edge computing
Cloud Adoption Tracker

Sources: IABM, AWS, datacenterfrontier.com

With AWS Local Zones, we’re able to 
deploy resources in more geographic 

locations across our multiple studios. This 
has been integral to the success of our 
crew members who are able to access 

cloud studio servers at such low latency 
that it almost feels like they’re using a 

computer locally.

Ryan Thompson
Co-Founder & CPO,

Esports Engine

AWS Local Zones
Global expansion of Edge Computing Infrastructure

Existing Local Zones New Local Zones
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Content Creation & Production - Major drivers and areas of application
Cloud Deployments by Content Chain

Source: IABM, IBC365

We are remote and cloud first—
everything we design is with that in 
mind. That doesn’t mean we won’t 

have own infrastructure or premises 
but the starting point is to make it 
work in a decentralised way and 
open up opportunities for remote 
collaboration. It would have been 

challenging to do this five years ago 
but the technology has now reached 

a tipping point.

Graham Jack, CTO, BeloFX (VFX startup)

The COVID-19 pandemic 
accelerated compressed IP 
projects and public cloud 

deployments, increasing demand 
for 4K cameras with cloud 

capabilities

New codecs/protocols supporting 
IP-based live production easing the 

delivery of higher resolution 
formats (4K/8K streaming over IP)

Native IP/cloud-based production 
facilitates the industry's permanent 

shift to live video streaming of 
immersive, interactive 4K/UHD 

content

Cloud capable cameras ingesting 
the content directly to a cloud 

MAM or live streaming it to 
multiple platforms enabling 

decentralized, remote production

Investments in connectivity and 
automation have increased 

demand for production asset 
management (PAM) solutions, 
supporting crew consolidation

Move to the cloud is allowing 
greater e�ciency for remotely 

working post-production teams 
having an access to a large pool of 

freelancer resources and cloud-
based post-production tools

Cloud capable cameras connected 
with new cloud-based editing and 

collaboration tools are 
democratizing professional content 

creation

Remotely working teams using 
collaborative PAM systems are 

able to discover, access, manage 
and track media �les throughout 
the production process - together

Cloud-based post-production 
solutions are improving the quality 
of content produced by the "creator 

economy", democratizing virtual, 
immersive content production
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Content Creation& Production - Cloud-based post-production driving subscription revenue
Cloud Deployments by Content Chain

Source: IABM, Company Filings
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Avid Subscription Revenue

"Specifically with regard to Pro Tools, we saw an acceleration in net adds from 
creative individuals in the third quarter, and we like the direction we're seeing so 
far. Our channel partners also sell to all levels of customers: large enterprises, small- 
and medium-sized businesses and individual creatives or creative teams. And we're 
seeing that success and growth across all those segments."

"We saw strong growth in our overall subscription business in Q3/2021, including 
solid performance across our creative tools and strong enterprise subscription sales. 
We signed several multiyear enterprise subscription agreements in the quarter with 
large media companies around the world, including with the BBC. Our creative tools 
continue to be in a central piece of our subscription growth.

Trend 2: Rise of the creative economy

Trend 1: Growth of subscription business

Avid - Q3/2021 Earnings Call

Type something

AVID subscription revenue increased by 59% in Q2 2022 
compared to the same period last year, reflecting the 
growing demand for paid subscriptions for creative tools.

+59%
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Content Management & Support - Cloud-based Media Asset Management (MAM)
Cloud Deployments by Content Chain

Sources: IABM, wowza.com, dataart.com, BBC, medium.com

The COVID-19 pandemic 
signi�cantly accelerated media 
companies' adoption of cloud 

MAMs, enabling �exibility and geo-
dispersed access for remote, 

distributed productions

The large-scale adoption of 
machine-generated, structured 

metadata organization is becoming 
a new norm, improving content 
discovery and reducing time to 

market

Serverless cloud environments 
(e.g., AWS Lambda, Microsoft 

Azure Functions) are becoming 
increasingly popular, invisibly 

scaling on-demand when required, 
bringing agility

Cloud in Content Management
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A cloud MAM can generate content previews faster, decreasing the egress of media 
movement. It can also perform intelligent storage optimization as well as support better 
business decisions thanks to consumption-based pricing, offering agility and flexibility.

A cloud MAM utilizing AI/ML speeds up content tagging and preparation by generating 
metadata for physical attributes (e.g., codec, duration, resolution). Deeper metadata on 
ingest and delivery are increasingly driving monetization, augmenting targeted advertising.

A serverless computing model - allowing media companies to scale functions immediately 
when responding to demand fluctuations - is becoming increasingly popular as data 
volumes and demand for content continue to explode. 
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Cloud Deployments by Content Chain
Content Management & Support - Cloud-based orchestration and content preparation

Remote, distributed production teams

Engineers Editorial Anchors & Announcers GuestsField Reporters

Mobile phonesTabletsLaptopsDesk screens

Single cloud-based 
orchestration platform

Live feedsLive feeds

General purpose, consumer-based video conferencing solutions

Broadcast-grade orchestration, transmission and delivery to multiplatforms

Live 4K broadcasting Live 4K streaming Immersive & interactive features Live-to-VOD
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Sources: IABM, IBC365
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Cloud Deployments by Content Chain

Sources: IABM

Content Management & Support - Cloud-based monitoring and security

In Support, media businesses’ move to cloud-based and decentralized 
remote working models is driving spending on cloud computing, monitoring, 
and security. Monitoring in the Cloud brings cost-optimization and 
scalability to media businesses that have migrated to the cloud. Cloud-
based monitoring solutions enable modular approaches, as well as 
customized visualizations and dashboards, requiring fewer screens and less
bandwidth. The move to SaaS has enabled monitoring solutions to rely 
more on data analytics for automation, thus improving UX. AI/ML 
technology enabled the development of new capabilities in monitoring 
solutions, such as smart video monitoring, where screens dynamically 
display multiple sources simultaneously. By leveraging AI/ML capabilities, 
media businesses can predict and fix potential security threats in real-time 
by identifying unusual patterns.
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Cloud Deployments by Content Chain 
Content Infrastructure & Storage - Connectivity & Bandwidth

The accelerated transition to DTC in 2021 is speeding up cloud-based 
deployments and the adoption of IP networking, allowing media companies 
to do and control live production remotely as well as stream live content 
with low latency. As a result, demand for the HEVC is increasing, because it 
enables broadcasters to stream 4K/UHD content at a manageable bitrate 
over the cloud and IP.

Sources: IABM, AWS, Verizon, martechseries.com, tvtechnology.com, SMPTE

The pandemic led to the decentralization of operations, increasing spending 
on internet transport technologies like file acceleration. Tech suppliers like 
IBM Aspera and Signiant have reported a significant increase in demand for 
their file acceleration solutions; in 2021, the volume of data that Signiant's 
software is moving monthly to and from the cloud had grown by 514% since 
NAB 2019.

File Transfer & Delivery

IP Networking & Codecs

First commercial trials of mobile edge computing (MEC) using 5G networks 
among media businesses were announced in Q1/2022. For example, 
Bloomberg and Verizon revealed that they are currently testing MEC in the 
production, delivery and consumption of global business news by using AWS 
Wavelength - a real-time cloud computing platform - bringing AWS' 
compute and storage services to the edge of Verizon's wireless 5G networks. 
This enables media companies to live stream 4K/UHD content direct to 
consumers' 5G-connected devices and build applications like games and 
AR/VR elements for mobile video viewers with very low latency.

Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) with 5G

This proof of concept trial combines Verizon’s 5G and mobile edge computing 
capabilities with Bloomberg TV+ premium 4K UHD content to create a modern 

streaming news experience with the potential for true industry disruption.
Roman Mackiewicz, CIO, Bloomberg Media
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Cloud Deployments by Content Chain 
Content Infrastructure & Storage - Cloud storage types

The COVID-19 pandemic dramatically accelerated media companies' demand for cloud 
storage, particularly hybrid cloud. A multi-cloud approach also increased in popularity, 
enabling media businesses to avoid vendor lock-ins or growth limitations. The lines 
between different types of storage is blurring, with tech buyers seeking solutions for 

more �exible storage tiering and migration options.

The move toward decentralized remote productions is driving investment in edge 
computing and cloud storage, enabling low latency access to virtual workstations and 
movements of very large �les (immersive, games). Media companies increasingly need 

dynamic, active (AI-supported) storage with lower latencies to retrieve data and to 
reduce application response times.

Big public cloud vendors are expanding their free tier services and making data 
retrieval cheaper and faster, blurring the line between hot and cold storage. The next-
generation unstructured data management systems are soon expected to become a 
game changer in storage pricing, because they can discover, map and replicate data 
without having to move it between the tiers - changing storage purchase decisions.
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Cloud Tier Types - Comparison:

Sources: IABM, IBC365, techtarget.com, tiger-technology.com, AWS
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Cloud Deployments by Content Chain 
Content Infrastructure & Storage - Cloud storage pricing

Public cloud service providers' storage classes - Comparison:

Hot Cool Cold

S3 Intelligent-Tiering (costs unpredictable)

S3 Standard
(~$20/TB/month)

S3 Standard-Infrequent 
Access (>$10/TB/month)

S3 Glacier Instant Retrieval ($4/TB/month)

S3 Glacier Flexible Retrieval ($3.6/TB/month)

S3 Glacier Deep Archive 
($1/TB/month)

S3 One Zone-Infrequent 
Access (<$10/TB/month)

Azure Premium
($0.15/GB/month)

Azure Hot
($0.018/GB/month)

Azure Cool
($0.001/GB/month)

Azure Archive
($0.0001/GB/month)

GC Standard
($0.026/GB/month)

GC Nearline
($0.01/GB/month)

GC Coldline
($0.007/GB/month)

GC Archive
($0.004/GB/month)

IBM Standard
(~$0.024/GB/month)

IBM Smart Tier ($0.009-0.023/GB/month)

IBM Vault
(~0.014$/GB/month)

IBM Cold Vault
(~$0.007/GB/month)

There is a trend toward flexible, 
"smart" tier options, enabling 
customers to manage their data 
between hot, cool and cold tiers 
based on activity and access.

AWS

MS Azure

Google Cloud

IBM Cloud

Legend:

Sources: IABM, techtarget.com, tiger-technology.com, AWS, IBM, Google, Microsoft
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Cloud Deployments by Content Chain 
Content Distribution & Monetization - Cloud-based OTT platforms and CDNs

The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated subscription stacking and the fragmentation of 
viewing, incentivizing media businesses to invest in hosted, cloud-based OTT video 
platforms, which offer ready-made tools for uploading, managing, monetizing and 
securing content. For example, the Kaltura TV platform enables its users to boost 

viewer engagement and interactivity through a personalized multi-screen access to 
linear, VOD and time-shifted TV.

Pay-TV providers everywhere are recognizing the 
advantages of cloud TV as the optimal engine for 
offering Over-The-Top (OTT) services as part of a 
super-aggregation strategy, and the best way to 

reach audiences wherever they are.

Nuno Sanches, GM of Media and Telecom, Kaltura

The pandemic-induced jump in day-to-day traf�c increased demand for CDN services, 
and CDN providers have witnessed their revenues growing at double-digit rates, 

driven by the biggest streaming players entering new markets.  CDNs play a central 
role in helping streaming service platforms in providing a �awless UX through 
content caching and CDNs' multiple points of presence, which reduce latency. 

Broadcasters moving to DTC are investing in CDN services to bridge their linear 
business with digital operations. For example, Harmonic's VOS360 SaaS platform 

enables broadcasters to aggregate channels, manage content rights and distribute 
OTT-ready channels from the cloud to distribution partners - globally.

There's not a direct correlation [of business success] to the 
number of subscribers per se. Think of it more of like the gym 

membership. We might have 5,000 people show up at the 
gym, but only 2,000 go on a regular basis. We make more 

money off of people that go on a regular basis... So the greater 
the adoption, the longer engagement times, that's generally 

beneficial for the CDN providers.

Edward McGowan, CFO, Akamai
Sources: IABM, connectedmedia-ip.com, rapidtvnews.com, TVB Europe, Globe Newswire, medium.com. prnewswire.com
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Cloud Deployments by Content Chain 
Content Distribution & Monetization - Cloud-based playout

Sources: IABM, connectedmedia-ip.com, rapidtvnews.com, TVB Europe, tvnewscheck.com

Our data shows that Publish is the third most important supply chain block in terms of cloud-based technology 
deployments; 44% of respondents say that they are most likely to deploy cloud in Publish-related operations 
such as publication, playout, and distribution of linear and non-linear content. The adoption of cloud technology 
enables end-users to deliver content to hundreds of distribution platforms across traditional broadcast, OTT 
platforms, and mobile devices. Cloud playout also allows broadcasters to roll out new channels quickly on an 
OPEX basis rather than investing in hardware. The ability to implement changes on the go helps broadcasters to 
react to new market conditions, localize their content better and deliver personalized programming. As the role 
of consumer data and data analytics have become the key in D2C business, hosted OTT video platforms backed 
with an extensive tech partner ecosystem offer broadcasters a fast way to upgrade and adopt new streaming 
capabilities.
For example, in 2021, Brightcove launched a new cloud playout feature to enhance its Brightcove Video Cloud to 
help content owners to quickly program a scheduled playout of both on-demand video and live content into a 
single stream. This means that its customers - like AMC - can now deliver broadcast-grade "live TV" 
experiences that leverage recorded content to improve viewer engagement and monetization.
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Cloud Deployments by Content Chain 
Content Distribution & Monetization - SaaS-based cross-platform ad measurement

Therefore, media companies - moving their operations to the cloud - are 
now investing in SaaS-based cross-platform measurement systems and 
developing (programmatic) marketplaces automating workflows and 
decisioning across the buy and sell sides of the market.

The diversification of ad inventory and the shift from upfront linear ad 
deals to streaming have made traditional audience measurement systems 
(e.g., Nielsen) antiquated and revealed the lack of collaboration between 
sell-side and buy-side platforms - ad selling is still happening in silos.

Moving to cross-platform measurement and trading platforms has the 
advantage that running cross-platform campaigns on CTV/OTT improves 
addressability and audience reach, when ads can be delivered on a 1:1 
basis; the platform owners can control ad frequency at the user-level, 
which is not possible in the linear world.

BVOD services are still works-in-progress, but 
we’re making a lot of progress quickly. At ITV, 

we’re building out our new marketplace to 
support programmatic trading and custom 

audience targeting, using both our own registered 
user data and advertisers’ own datasets. We’re 
creating a common TV identity solution and a 

marketplace for data to provide greater agility for 
both incumbent and prospective clients.

Rhys McLachlan, Director Of Advanced Advertising, ITV

Sources: IABM, Bench Media, Sky Media, Comcast Technology Solutions
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Cloud Deployments by Content Chain 
Content Distribution & Monetization - SaaS-based cross-platform ad measurement

Publisher Supply-Side Platform
(SSP)

Ad exchange Demand-Side Platform
(DSP)

Advertiser

Ad network

Data Management 
Platform (DMP)

Data Management 
Platform (DMP)

Lack of collaboration between sell-side and buy-side (selling in silos)

SaaS-based cross-platform measurement system

Linear Connected TV VOD OTT Digital

Real-time data

Real-Time Bidding (RTB)

Sources: IABM
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